
 
  

Minutes 
Historic Sign Review Committee 

June 6, 2014 
 
MEMBERS PRESENT: Jim Jackson, Clancy Kingsbury, Vicki Fenhaus and Lee Geiger 
 
MEMBERS ABSENT:   Kyle Blada 
 
STAFF PRESENT: Sarah Hanzel, Patsy Horton and Jeanne Nicholson 
 
OTHERS PRESENT: None 
 
Jackson called the meeting to order at 9:00 a.m.   
 
619 Main Street (14SN012) 
Hanzel presented the request and briefly reviewed the drawings and the aerial map. 
 
Kingsbury inquired as to when the structure was built.  Hanzel advised that staff will check for the date 
of construction. 
 
Kingsbury moved to open discussion on the sign permit.  The motion was seconded by 
Fenhaus and carried unanimously. 
 
Jackson stated that the structure appears to be built before the 1940’s and that he has concern with the 
fluorescent colors for the proposed sign.  He added that the colors for the sign should be colors from 
the time era of the structure. 
 
Hanzel informed the Committee that the building was constructed in 1926. 
 
Kingsbury expressed his opinion that the proposed colors and the date of building are factors that 
should be taken into consideration.  He added that the fluorescent colors would diminish the 
appearance of the building.  He stated that he can support the design of the sign but not the proposed 
colors. 
 
Fenhaus stated that when logos are designed, several designs are created with color adjustments 
being made to each design.   
 
Geiger concurred and stated that the colors for the proposed sign do not match the time era of the 
building. 
 
Geiger moved to deny the proposed hanging sign and recommended that the applicant submit a 
new application with an appropriate color scheme that is sensitive to the time era of the 
building.  The motion was seconded by Kingsbury and carried unanimously. 
 
MINUTES 
Kingsbury moved to approve the minutes of the May 16, 2014 meeting.  The motion was 
seconded by Fenhaus and carried unanimously. 
 
There being no further business, the meeting adjourned at 9:07 a.m.  


